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Abstract

The localization process in wireless sensor networks
must produce precise positions at minimal requirements. It
is hard to comply with these conditions, due to the strong re-
source limitation of each sensor node. Although numerous
algorithms have already been presented, so far there exist
neither an extensive simulative comparison of them nor a
qualified parameter to indicate their efficiency. Thus, this
paper introduces a selected number of the most important
algorithms for sensor networks. These algorithms are com-
pared with each other considering achieved localization er-
ror and consumed energy. Then, we propose an adequate
parameter to quantify their efficiency - the ”Power Error
Product” (PEP).

1 Introduction

Hundreds of tiny electronic devices, able to sense the

environment, compute simple tasks and communicate with

each other, form a large wireless sensor network (WSN).

Gathered information (e.g. temperature, humidity etc.) is

transmitted in a multi hop fashion over direct neighbors to

a data sink, where the data is interpreted [1]. With meth-

ods like self configuration and -organization the network

reacts to node failures. WSNs enable new possibilities for

e.g. timely detection of wood fire, monitoring of artificial

dikes along a river, and precision farming. Due to the de-

sired nodes size of only some millimeters, the dimensions

of the communication module and the battery are critical.

Consequently, the scarcest resource within a network is the

available energy. Therefore, achieving a long lifetime of

the sensor network requires low power hardware and power

aware algorithms. After deploying the sensor network over

an area of interest, initially the sensor nodes have no posi-

tion information. However, the nodes position is important,

because (i) measurements without a location where they

were gathered are generally useless, (ii) fully localized sen-

sor networks enable energy aware geographic routing, (iii)

self configuration and -organization are key mechanisms for

robustness and can easily be supported with position infor-

mation, and (iv) in many applications the position itself is

the information of interest like target tracking. Due to the

high energy consumption and the increase of a nodes size,

the Global Positioning System (GPS) can not be integrated

on hundreds of energy constrained sensor nodes. For this

reason a small number of existing localization methods as-

sume that some sensor nodes already know their own posi-

tion. Here, these nodes are called beacons. By measuring

distances and/or angles to beacons a position can be esti-

mated with a suitable localization algorithm.

With only few exceptions localization methods require

observations to deduce distances from. These observations

are gathered by different measuring techniques like time of

flight, received signal strength, and differences of the phase.

Signals can be either radio, infrared or ultra sound. Reading

the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is supported

by almost every transceiver-hardware that makes this to a

beneficial solution.

This paper is subdivided as follows. In Section 2 we

classify important localization algorithms in WSNs. Then,

in Section 3, we briefly describe these algorithms in detail.

Next, in Section 4 the ”Power Error Product” is introduced.

After we described our used simulation tool and its modi-

fications in Section 5, extensive simulations regarding the

localization error and the energy consumption are shown in

Section 6. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Algorithm Classification

We classify localization algorithms into exact and ap-
proximate that mainly depends on their complexity and

achieved precision. Most of the approximate localization

algorithms need only few resources, but estimate a position



with a relatively high localization error. Different approx-

imate (also called coarse-grained) localization approaches

exist in the literature. For example, Tian et al. completely

avoid distances in their approach [2]. In another approach

by Bulusu et al. every sensor node calculate the centroid

as its own position [3]. This approach was extended with

distances in form of weights, which further improved the

precision [4]. Lastly, a very simple idea is to take the near-

est beacon position as position estimate.

In contrast, exact (or fine-grained) localization of a sen-

sor node features high precision and is based on solving

either (i) linear systems with only the minimum required

number of beacons or (ii) a high amount of beacons and

distances to them, which leads to optimization problems. In

more detail, with at least three beacons (in two-dimensions),

sensor nodes estimate their positions via trilateration. More

beacons than required result in an over determined system

of equations that must be solved with e.g. a Least Squares

Method (multilateration). Although a multilateration pro-

duces precise results, it is complex and resource-intensive

and without optimizations not feasible on resource-limited

sensor nodes.

3 Algorithm Descriptions

This section describes the most important localization

algorithms for sensor networks. Here, we assume b as

the number of beacons and s the number of sensor nodes.

Moreover, the localization error fi is defined as distance

between exact position P̃ (x̃, ỹ) and approximated position

P̂ (x̂, ŷ) of sensor node i:

fi =
√

(x̃i − x̂i)
2 + (ỹi − ŷi)

2
(1)

3.1 Nearest Beacon

Simply determining the nearest beacon (NB) in range

by e.g. the highest received signal strength measurement

is a robust approach to estimate an approximate position.

It seems to be clear that the localization error can become

very high depending on how far the next beacon is placed.

However, this coarse estimate can be the start value for a

refinement process, where the complexity strongly depends

on a ”good” initial position.

3.2 Coarse Grained Localization

The Coarse Grained Localization (CGL) was first pro-

posed by Bulusu [3]. The beacons B̃1 . . . B̃b are deployed

in a grid-aligned network (infrastructure case) with constant

distances d to each other. Fig. 1 demonstrates an exam-

ple of such a sensor network with four beacons. Prior to
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Figure 1. Exemplary localization with NB,
CGL and WCL if four beacons are in range of
an unknown point (here with exact position
P̃i(x̃i, ỹi)); the circles at every corner are the
sending range of the beacons

localization, all sensor nodes do not know their own posi-

tion. During positioning, beacons periodically send broad-

cast messages containing their own position. All sensor

nodes within transmission range of beacons receive these

messages and store the beacon positions. Nodes that do

not have beacons in range are not able to determine a po-

sition and therefore are called unknowns. Each sensor node

i within beacons range estimates its position based on the

well known centroid formula, where n is the number of re-

ceived messages:

P̂i(x̂i, ŷi) =

⎛
⎝ 1

n

n∑
j=1

B̃j(x̃j),
1
n

n∑
j=1

B̃j(ỹj)

⎞
⎠ (2)

3.3 Weighted Centroid Localization

Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) also assumes

already deployed beacons, but contrary to the before de-

scribed CGL algorithm all beacons can be distributed ran-

domly and not on a grid. In the first phase all beacons broad-

cast their position B̃j(x̃j , ỹj) to all sensor nodes within their

transmission range. While receiving packets, every sen-

sor node measures the received signal strength and stores

it as well as the beacon position. After all positions are

gathered, the sensor node estimates its approximate posi-

tion P̂i(x̂i, ŷi) by a weighted centroid determination with

all n beacons in transmission range:



P̂i(x̂i, ŷi) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

n∑
j=1

wij(d) · B̃j(x̃j)

n∑
j=1

wij(d)
,

n∑
j=1

wij(d) · B̃j(ỹj)

n∑
j=1

wij(d)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
(3)

WCL uses distance information as a weight wij . Small

distances to neighboring beacons lead to a higher weight

than to remote beacons. Further, every coordinate of a bea-

cons position obtains a weight depending on the distance

wij(dij). The calculation of a weight by an RSSI-value and

their optimization is described detailed in [4].

3.4 Approximate Point in Triangulation

This algorithm is well known as the ”Range Free Local-

ization” by He et al. [2]. It is based upon generating all

possible triangles b!
3! · (b−3!) with the available beacon posi-

tions. Every sensor node checks on which triangle surface

it is placed by a ”Approximate Point in Triangulation”-Test

(APIT-Test). For details of this complex process it must be

referenced to [2]. With all successfully detected triangles on

which the sensor node is placed, the resulting intersection is

calculated. This allows narrowing down the field surface to

a smaller surface. Finally, a centroid determination with all

remaining beacons is completed that estimates an approxi-

mate position.

3.5 Atomic Multilateration

One of the most cited localization methods is the ”Fine

Grained Localization” by Savvides et al. [5]. In this pa-

per we will explain a similar version of this algorithm that

we call the ”Atomic Multilateration” (AM). This algorithm

requires at minimum three beacons in the Euclidean room.

The calculation is based on the Least Squares Method with

an overdetermined system of equations.

The procedure is the following: all sensor nodes mea-

sure the distances to all available beacons in transmission

range. With the resulting distances and the Euclidean for-

mula, where P̂i(x̂i, ŷi) is the estimated position of the i-th

sensor node and B̃j(x̃j , ỹj) is the exact position of the j-th

beacon, we can calculate the localization error:

fi(x̂i, ŷi, c) = ctij −
√

(x̃j − x̂i)2 + (ỹj − ŷi)2 (4)

Here, c is the speed of an ultrasonic signal in air and tij is

the time that the signal needs from sensor node i to beacon

j. With minimum three beacons we get a non linear system

of equations that we linearize, square and reconvert to:

−x̃2
j − ỹ2

j = x̂2
i + ŷ2

i + x̂i − 2x̃j + ŷi − 2ỹj − c2t2ij (5)

By subtracting the last equation i = h from all others

this leads to:

−x̃2
j−ỹ2

j +x̂2
h+ŷ2

h = 2x̃i(x̂h−x̃j)+2ŷi(ŷh−ỹj)+c2(t2jh−t2ij),
(6)

This can be written in the form Ax = b and solved by

the Least Squares Method that leads to x = (AT A)−1AT b.

Finally, the position vector can be solved on every sensor

node completely distributed.

3.6 Distributed Least Squares

In the following, we explain our new algorithm. Dis-

tributed Least Squares localization (DLS) starts with the

creation of an over-determined system of non-linear Eu-

clidean distances of the form (x̂i − x̃j)
2 +(ŷi − ỹj)

2 = r2
ij

with j = 1, 2, . . . , b (where b is again the number of bea-

cons, P̂i(x̂i, ŷi) is the estimated position, B̃j(x̃j , ỹj) is the

position of beacon j and rij is the distance between them).

This system of equations is linearized with a term extension

(see [6]). This leads to the form Ax = b, where A is the

coefficient matrix, b is the right side vector and x is the so-

lution vector. By applying the Least Squares Method we

obtain the known Normal Equation x =
(
AT A

)−1
AT b.

The matrices in this equation have two important bene-

fits. First, all elements in the coefficient matrix A are gen-

erated by beacon positions B̃1(x̃1, ỹ1) . . . B̃b(x̃b, ỹb) only.

By assuming that we can establish communication links

between all sensor nodes and all beacons (e.g. by multi-

hop-techniques), then matrix A is the same on every sensor

node. Second, the vector b contains the distances between

sensor node i and beacons ri1 . . . rib that must be estimated

on every sensor node independently. Given these facts, the

Normal Equation can be split into two parts - a more com-

plex part, the precalculation: Ap =
(
AT ·A)−1 ·AT and

a simple part: Ap ·b, which is further called the postcalcu-
lation. Here, the precalculation is executed on one power-

ful base station, which additionally avoids high redundancy,

because this precalculation would normally be executed on

all sensor nodes separately. But it is very important to em-

phasize that the precalculation is identical on every sensor

node. Thus, it is calculated only once, conserving expen-

sive energy resources. The simple postcalculation is then

executed on every sensor node with its individual distance

measurements to all beacons. This approach complies with

two important design strategies for algorithms in large sen-

sor networks - a resource-aware and distributed localization

procedure. Finally, this can be achieved with less commu-

nication overhead than it is required for other exact algo-

rithms.



4 How to compare algorithms efficiency?

Both, the localization error and the energy that was con-

sumed to get the position are essential to quantify the effi-

ciency of a localization algorithm. In mobile networks, the

time in which the position was estimated is an additional

parameter. However, in this paper we focus on static net-

works, where error and energy are the dominating parts. For

that, we define the ”Power Error Product” (PEP), which was

derived from the well known power delay product used by

hardware developers. Like the name already presumes the

PEP can be calculated with PEP = P ·E, where P is the

power and therefore the energy that was consumed by the

network. Moreover, E stands for the mean localization er-

ror that can be calculated by averaging all partial errors fi of

all nodes: 1/s
∑s

i=1 fi. If the localization algorithms under

test are simulated in one simulator tool with the same con-

figuration and thus under the same assumptions, the PEP

allows a fair comparison.

5 Simulating Localization Algorithms

Numerous simulation tools for wireless sensor networks

are available. Well known simulation platforms are NS2,

OMNeT++, J-Sim, SENSE, and Shawn. We decided to use

J-Sim as simulation framework, which was developed by

the University of Ohio. For our purposes, we needed to

modify J-Sim by replacing some components to include our

own energy model. This new model supports power con-

sumption when processing data on a node, which was not

possible yet. Further, we integrated hardware dependent

power consumptions on bases of the MICA-2 system. In

the following, we describe the energy model in more detail.

5.1 New Energy Model

We added a more complex and more realistic energy

model respectively. Our energy model considers (i) power-

mode dependent energy consumption with sleep and ac-
tive mode, (ii) energy for switching from sleep to active
mode, (iii) distance dependent transmission of packets, (iv)

computation complexity, (v) distance estimations with RSSI

measurements, and (vi) position estimation via GPS on bea-

cons. The specific energy parameters are based on the

MICA2-mote, which is currently the most popular sensor

node platform. At this point, we describe the dominating

consumer on sensor nodes and how we modeled them.

Battery Aspect Mica2 nodes use conventional AAA

lithium-ionic batteries with an energy amount of ca. 3325 J.

Beacons are more powerful, why we assumed an energy

level of 21600 J, which is generally used in standard GPS-

Modules.

Communication Aspect The basic state of the commu-

nication module (CM) is sleep that consumes according to

Ye et al. in [7] ca. 90 μJ. If the CM switches from sleep
to active, this consumes energy depending on the following

formula:

Estart = Einit + Eon + Eswitch + Etts + Eeval (7)

With the specific parameters of the MICA2 communica-

tion module this leads to an energy quantum of 35.64 μJ.

Receiving Mode: When receiving a packet, the commu-

nication module switches from sleep to receive. After re-

ceiving all data it can be switched back to the low power

state sleep. We assume any media access protocol that con-

trols the exact receiving time. The energy for receiving a

packet is given by the start energy Estart and the receiving

energy per bit Ereceive = 2.3375 μJ/bit (see [7]).

Sending Mode: The amount of energy for sending data

is also subject to the maximum sending range, which can

be adjusted by a specific sending power. The relation-

ship of sending power and maximum sending range is not

trivial. In [8] extensive analyzes were presented that de-

fine different sending power to specific sending ranges.

Out of these results we interpolated a corresponding func-

tion Esend(r) = 1, 3235 · 10−10J · r2 − 9.42 · 10−10J · r +
6.2181 · 10−7. This equation additionally considers the

sending energy per single bit. Together with the start en-

ergy this yields in the sending energy: Estart + Esend(r).
Finally, we have to include the energy for measuring the

distance between two nodes by RSSI. For that, a beacon

sends a 10 Byte long packet that is sufficient to transmit its

network address to sensor nodes. On the other side, when

sensor nodes receive this packet they simultaneously mea-

sure the receiving power of the signal.

Computation Aspect The old energy model was unable

to assign an energy quantum to a specific algorithm part.

For example: A function estimatePosition() includes the

formula for a trilateration. The amount of energy that is

needed to execute this function depends on the time inter-

val the microcontroller works in active mode to process it

from start to end. Because it is almost impossible to model

a realistic time in a simulator tool, we decided to count

the number of floating point operations (flops). In most

data sheets the energy per operation is specified. The AT-

Mega128L consumes at 4 MHz approximately 16.5 mW
(with 242 MIPS/W)1. According to [9] this leads to 4 nJ
per operation. Now, we can multiply flops with the energy

per operation and get a specific energy value. However, this

assumes that the microcontroller is in sleep state (accord-

ing to [10]: 51.3 μJ), if nothing must be calculated. The

1MIPS: Million Instructions per Second
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Figure 2. Accumulated energy consumptions
of all nodes over simulation time

switching time between both states is according to [11] ex-

actly 2 ms, which results in 33 μJ when running the micro-

controller at 4 MHz.

GPS Aspect Every beacon estimates its position with

GPS autonomously. The u-blox 5 GPS chipset is utilizable

on beacons. This chipset consumes ca. 50 mW and needs

ca. 1 s to estimate a position2.

5.2 Configuration

To achieve a fair comparison between the algorithms un-

der test, we run all simulations with the same configura-

tion as following: sensor field size=100 m× 100 m, s=300,

b=30, transmission range (sensor nodes)=15 m, transmis-

sion range (beacons)=30 m, and simulation time=150 s.
Nodes had been distributed uniformly over the sensor field.

To simulate noisy distances, all exact distances were falsi-

fied. That means, distances were stochastically generated

on basis of a Gaussian distribution with the exact distance

as mean value and a variance of 10.

6 Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows the accumulated energy consumption of all

nodes in the network. Both algorithms DLS and AM con-

sume more energy then the approximate algorithms, which

is clear, because they are more complex. DLS needs only

twice of the energy than NB, CGL and WCL to estimate

2This value is valid for a warm start of the module.
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Figure 3. Mean localization error over simula-
tion time

the nodes positions. In contrast, AM consumes more than

a factor of 14. This immense waste of energy is due to the

high communication overhead that AM demands, because

many packets with only a small payload circulate through

the network and are forwarded by every sensor node. DLS

demands the receiving of only one packet on every resource

limited sensor nodes with a fixed amount of data. NB con-

sumes 1.7 J more energy than CGL, because NB requires

distances that are estimated via RSSI measurements. WCL

can be classified somewhere between, because it also needs

distance measurements, but uses them as a coarse weight in

the calculation process. This reduces the error and requires

only half of the energy that DLS needs.

In Fig. 3 the localization error is depicted. DLS and AM

achieve the same error, because both algorithms bases on

a Least Squares Method. However, with E = 2.6% they

show their better precision against the approximate algo-

rithms, which achieve errors of only ΔE = 7.7 − 15.6%.

NB, CGL, and WCL consider only beacons in one hop

range, while the others use all beacons for localization.

However, the one hop method can lead to unconnected sen-

sor nodes, which are unable to localize themselves, due to

missing beacon positions. Thus, NB, CGL, and WCL have

2.0%, 2.67%, and 1.67% unconnected sensor nodes after

simulation, which can only be avoided with additional en-

ergy overhead. It must be emphasized that we repeated all

test cases several times. However, all simulations showed

same tendencies.

We finally calculated the PEP for each algorithm, which

was now possible with the simulation results. Please re-

member, a small PEP indicates a very efficient algorithm.

Fig. 4 contains all PEP’s. Here, the DLS algorithm shows



the smallest PEP, while all approximate algorithms are fol-

lowing. The highest PEP was produced by AM, which has a

high precision, but consumes to much energy for generating

the result.
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7 Conclusion

This paper presented a comparison of important local-

ization algorithms in wireless sensor networks. For that,

we extended the well known packet simulator J-Sim with a

more realistic energy model and implemented selected lo-

calization algorithms.

The main question of this paper was how the efficiency

of localization algorithms can be verified and clearly pre-

sented. For this purpose, we proposed the ”Power Error

Product” (PEP), combining the dominating parts in one pa-

rameter. These parts are the localization error and the con-

sumed energy. With the PEP we were able to show that our

new localization approach, the ”Distributed Least Squares”-

algorithm (DLS) is very efficient. DLS achieved the small-

est PEP (≈ 46) at reasonable resource overhead on each

sensor node. Its direct competitor, the ”Atomic Multilater-

ation” (AM), leads to a PEP of ≈ 304 and selected approx-

imate algorithms ranged between ≈ 69 and ≈ 189.
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